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Abstract
We consider the problem of estimating the support of a multivariate density based on contaminated
data. We introduce an estimator, which achieves consistency under weak conditions on the target
density and its support, respecting the assumption of a known error density. Especially, no smoothness
or sharpness assumptions are needed for the target density. Furthermore, we derive an iterative and
easily computable modiﬁcation of our estimation and study its rates of convergence in a special case;
a numerical simulation is given.
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1. Introduction
Detecting the support of a multivariate density is an important task within the ﬁeld of
nonparametric statistics. Its applications concern image analysis as well as the detection of
econometric frontiers. The importance of support estimation is reﬂected in the large amount
of papers dealing with that topic, e.g. [3,8,14,16,18]. In those approaches, the estimation
methods are based on the observation of independent data, which directly come from the
density, whose support is of interest.
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Some recent notes are concerned with classifying the support from noisy data. This
problem is studied in [17]; however, that work rather concentrates on detecting geometric
characteristics (dimension, number of clusters) of the support than estimating the support
itself. In the case of univariate densities, there have been some approaches (e.g. [4,5,15])
to empirically determine the support boundaries. In the note [15], consistency is achieved
only under the assumption that the error variance of the sample tends to zero. In [4,5], a
diagnostic function of the deconvolution kernel estimator is introduced aiming to obtain
empirical access to the jumps of the density; consistent estimators are introduced for a ﬁxed
error variance; however, that framework strictly depends on the condition that the density is
discontinuous at the support boundaries. A method based on moment estimation is given in
[19], which establishes consistency without having any information on the sharpness of the
target density, i.e. the degree of the density’s decay at the support boundary and, therefore,
covers the case of a smoothly decaying density; but it is unclear how to use that method in
the multivariate case. The procedure studied in [13], which is motivated by manipulating
the maximum of the empirical sample appropriately by using some smoothing parameters,
also estimates the endpoint of a density consistently; furthermore, a mini–max result is
given in the case of Gaussian measurement error. However, the selection of the smoothing
sequences necessitates some knowledge about the sharpness degree of the target density.
Also, the consideration of that estimator’s applicability is restricted to compactly bounded
and Gaussian error.We also mention some problems of estimating the support and detecting
edges in the ﬁeld of image reconstruction, which are related to density support estimation
(e.g. [12]).
After all, any deconvolution approach to support estimation mentioned above is rather
concerned with determining the support boundaries than estimating the support as a set.
Considering a problem, in which the support of a density consists of the union of the inter-
vals [−1, 0] and [1, 2], for example, we notice that the estimation procedures yet developed
are able to estimate the endpoints −1 and 2 only; however, they are unable to distinguish
the underlying density from a density having the support [−1, 2]. In addition, multivari-
ate extensions of the existing approaches—as they are mentioned in [13]—may be able to
estimate a boundary curve only if the support is assumed to be simply connected; contrar-
ily, the structure of a density support becomes more difﬁcult in the generic multivariate
case.
Hence, despite those interests, the general problem of estimating the support of a multi-
variate density based on contaminated data has not satisfactorily been solved yet. In fact,
we do not know any paper, in which an estimation procedure has been introduced, which
satisﬁes the most important asymptotic property, namely consistency, without any strong
shape restrictions to the support; particularly, the estimation problem seems to be completely
open when removing the condition of a simply connected support (i.e. the assumption im-
plying the unique representability of the support by a closed frontier curve). Therefore, in
the current note, we will construct such an estimator. Our method, which is described in
Section 2, uses resampling-based techniques but generating new data from an estimated
density is not required for the computation of the estimator. In Section 3, we show that
this estimator establishes consistency under general conditions. In Section 4, we introduce
an iterative modiﬁcation in order to compute our estimator numerically and we study the
rates of convergence, which are achieved by our estimation procedure in a special case. In
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Section 5, we give some simulations to examine the practical applicability of our method
as well as some discussion and motivation for future research on this topic.
2. Estimation method
We apply the common additive error model, in which one observes the data Y1, . . . , Yn
satisfying
Yj = Xj + Zj , j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
with Xj ,Zj ∈ R(d). The random variables X1, Z1, . . . , Xn, Zn are independent. The Zj ’s
represent the error or the contamination and they possess the known density g, while the
density of the Xj ’s, which is called f, is assumed to be supported on a bounded set; our goal
is estimating the support of f based on the sample Y1, . . . , Yn. This model is widely used for
contaminated data. Our assumption of a known error density is a classical deconvolution
approach, e.g. see the papers [2,7,22]. Some other papers focus on problems, in which the
error density is empirically accessible by additional direct observation (see [9,21]) or in
which the error variance is unknown but estimable due to quantifying restrictions to the
decay of the Fourier transform of f (see [1,20]). In the latter case, those conditions to f are
essential to ensure the identiﬁability of f. In [13], the error density is not assumed to be
exactly known but the Gaussian type, its mean and variance as well as the sharpness degree
of f are required to be known. Furthermore, they consider the problem of estimating the
endpoint of the support only, which requires less information than our problem of estimating
thewhole support. Summarizingly, we see that any approach based on an imperfectly known
g necessitates stronger conditions on f. Contrarily, since we aim to keep our assumptions
on f as weak as possible, the traditional model, which allows us to use g in the construction
of the estimator, is apparently suitable for our intentions.
We recall the deﬁnition of the support, which is given in [15], for example;
S := supp f :=
⋂
{G :
∫
G
f (x) dx = 1, G closed}
from which follows that S is closed and
∫
S
f (x) dx = 1. Our conditions related to f and S
are as follows:
(C1) There is a  > 0 so that S ⊆ C(0, ),
(C2) ({x ∈ S : f (x) = 0}) = 0,
(C3) f ∈ L2(R(d),R).
Throughout this work, C(x, r) denotes the d-dimensional cube [x1 − r, x1 + r] × · · · ×
[xd − r, xd + r] and the d-dimensional Lebesgue-measure is called . The Hilbert space
of all squared-integrable functions mapping R(d) to R is denoted by L2(R(d),R). So (C1)
is equivalent with the boundedness of the support, which also implies its compactness.
Condition (C2) represents a regularity assumption for the support, which rules out rather
pathological density supports, which do not fulﬁll f (x) = 0 for almost all x ∈ O for any
open set O in S, but on which f vanishes on a Lebesgue-nonzero set. Such an assumption
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is also made in [3], for example. Condition (C3) is a rather weak condition to f; e.g. it is
satisﬁed by all bounded densities f.
When one intends to estimate characteristics of a density just like its support, plug-in
methods are popular. Such a procedure utilizing the kernel density estimator is studied
in [3]. Intuitively, a reasonable and perhaps the most obvious strategy in our problem
would consist of replacing the kernel density estimator by the corresponding deconvolution
estimator. However, we see that, in the framework in [3], the rate of convergence for the
density estimator has to be known for selecting a smoothing sequence in their support
estimator in order to guarantee sole consistency (even if one does not regard the rates).
Hence, for the deconvolution problem, that requires some knowledge about the smoothness
degree of f; furthermore, the rates of convergence might become arbitrarily slow if nothing
else is known about f and S than the fact that they satisfy (C1)–(C3) .
Since we aim to derive a procedure, which generally performs well without having any
information about the smoothness of f, our strategy is motivated by the elementary method
of Devroye and Wise [8]. In that paper, the union of balls centered around each observation
Xj and having the radius n > 0 is used as the support estimator. After selecting the
smoothing sequence (n)n appropriately without respect to f, they derive consistency for
their estimator under quite general conditions. Now, as the main problem in adopting that
method for our problem, we see that the uncontaminated random variables Xj are not
accessible. Nevertheless, we have empirical access to their density f; a frequently used
method is the classical deconvolution kernel estimator (e.g. [2,7,22]), which is mainly
utilized for estimating univariate densities but can easily be extended to the multivariate
case. We set
fˆn(x) = 1
(2)d
∫
C(0,n)
exp(−i〈t, x〉) 1
n
n∑
j=1
exp(i〈t, Yj 〉)
/
g(t) dt (1)
with (n)n denoting a bandwidth sequence, g(t) :=
∫
exp(i〈t, x〉)g(x) dx being the
Fourier transform of g and 〈·, ·〉 denoting the standard inner product of R(d). We assume
the usual condition of a nonvanishing Fourier transform of the error density
(C4) g(t) = 0 ∀t ∈ R(d),
which ensures the applicability of fˆn. Condition (C4) is assumed inmany papers, e.g. [2,22].
As shown in [7], this condition cannot completely be removed; in particular, if g vanishes
on a set with a positive Lebesgue-measure, then f is no longer identiﬁable. That condition is
valid for the most commonly used error densities (e.g. the normal densities and the Laplace
densities), which shall justify the postulation of (C4). Although fˆn seems to be favorable as
the estimator for f, we do not specify the deconvolution estimator to be used at this point but
we will just denote the estimator of f by f˜n. As some other properties of f˜n will be required
later, we defer the speciﬁc choice of the estimator.
The estimability of f inspires us to suggest a resampling strategy: we might draw some
data X∗1, . . . , X∗mn , which are independent given the -algebra induced by Y1, . . . , Yn, from
the estimated density f˜n and replace the data X1, . . . , Xn by the resampled data in the
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estimator of Devroye and Wise [8], leading to
S˜n :=
⋃
j=1,...,mn
C(X∗j , n). (2)
(mn)n denotes a sequence of positive integers increasing with n; both (mn)n and (n)n are
still to be determined. A slight modiﬁcation of the original concept of Devroye and Wise
[8] concerns the fact that we use cubes around the resampled data instead of balls; this will
make the integral in (3) explicitly calculable.
Of course, that requires the condition of f˜n being a density. However, this is not satisﬁed
if we choose f˜n := fˆn in spite of its consistency for f. The estimator fˆn could be forced to
be a density by truncation techniques, similar to those used in [7]. However, these methods
may destroy the essential rates of convergence stated in Lemma 1. That motivates us to
change the concept and solely imitate the resampling; more concretely, we ﬁrst pretend
that f˜n was a density and calculate the expectation of the indicator function S˜n given the
observations Y1, . . . , Yn; the conditional expectation is denoted by E∗(· · · |Y1, . . . , Yn).
E∗
(

S˜n
(x)|Y1, . . . , Yn
) = 1 − E∗[ mn∏
j=1
(
1 − C(x,n)(X∗j )
) ∣∣∣Y1, . . . , Yn]
= 1 −
[
1 − Re
∫
C(x,n)
f˜n() d
]mn (3)
with Re denoting the real part. This shall give us an estimate for the indicator function of
S. Then we see that inserting f˜n = fˆn into the ﬁnal representation (3) does not cause any
troubles although it is not a density. Hence, we deﬁne the estimator
ϑ˜n(x) := 1 −
[
1 − Re
∫
C(x,n)
fˆn() d
]mn
. (4)
For the calculation below, we need to truncate that estimator; therefore we deﬁne
ϑˆn(x) := ϑ˜n(x) · C(0,Rn)(x) (5)
with a truncation sequence (Rn)n still to be determined.We use the function ϑˆn(x) to decide
whether or not x lies in S. This provides the main tool for constructing the support estimator
in the following sections.
3. Consistency
In this section,we aim to construct an estimator,which achieves consistency under general
conditions.
We propose the following estimate Sˆn of S by collecting the elements positively tested
via (5):
Sˆn := {x ∈ R(d) : ϑˆn(x) > 1/2}. (6)
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The parameter sequences (n)n, (mn)n, (Rn)n are still to be selected. Consistency, in the con-
text of this work, means the mean convergence of the Lebesgue-measure of the symmetric
difference of Sˆn and S to zero as introduced in [8]:
d(Sˆn, S) := (SˆnS) = (Sˆn\S) + (S\Sˆn).
For that purpose, we need a technical result about how well (1) estimates the density f.
Unlike the approach of Cuevas and Fraiman [3], we do not need information about the
L1 or L2-distance of fˆn and f but only a weaker characteristic on how they differ from
each other is required. That prevents us from being forced to make assumptions about the
smoothness of f in order to choose the parameter sequences suitably.
Lemma 1. For fˆn as deﬁned in (1) and under the conditions (C3) and (C4), we have
sup
x∈R(d)
E
∣∣Re ∫
C(x,n)
(
fˆn() − f ()
)
d
∣∣2
 O(1) · −dn · ‖f ‖2L2(R(d),R) + O(1) · n
−12dn
( ∫
C(0,n)
|g(t)|−1 dt
)2
with O(1) being independent of f.
We note that it is not obvious whether an analogous result could be derived if we replaced
C(x, n) by the corresponding ball around x. At least, the proof would get much more
difﬁcult. However, such a result would be essential to be shown if we had not changed the
estimator in [8], which uses the union of balls. Setting
G(n) :=
∫
C(0,n)
|g(t)|−1 dt,
condition (C4) and the knowledge of g allow us to select the sequence (n)n so that
n−1/2G(n) = o(−d/2n ) while n −→ ∞. Hence,
sup
x∈R(d)
E
∣∣Re ∫
C(x,n)
(
fˆn() − f ()
)
d
∣∣  O(1) · −d/2n · ‖f ‖L2(R(d),R) (7)
with O(1) being independent of f, follows directly from Lemma 1 combined with the
Cauchy–Schwarz-inequality, respectively, n → 0,whichwill be postulated as the condition
(T2) of Theorem 1. Note that (n)n has now been ﬁxed while the other parameter sequences
are still to be chosen.
The inequality (7) provides an important technical tool for the following theorem, which
states the consistency of our estimator.
Theorem 1. Deﬁne Sˆn as in (6), assume the support S of density f satisﬁes (C1), (C2) and
(C3) and g fulﬁlls (C4). Choose (n)n −→ ∞ so that (7) is fulﬁlled. Select (n)n, (mn)n,
(Rn)n so that
(T1) dnmn
n→∞−→ ∞, (T2) n n→∞−→ 0,
(T3) Rn n→∞−→ ∞, (T4) Rdnmn−d/2n n→∞−→ 0
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hold. Then, we receive
E d(Sˆn, S)
n→∞−→ 0.
Hence, we have derived a consistent estimator for the support of a multivariate den-
sity from noisy observations under weak conditions. The estimator does not require any
deterministic knowledge about f to be given except the regularity assumptions (C1)–(C3).
4. Computation/uniform distributions
Now we focus on the rates of convergence of the support estimator. For that purpose, we
need more restrictive conditions for f compared to those given by (C1)–(C3); especially, the
sharpness degree of f at the support boundary has to be quantiﬁed. Another aspect, which
requires further discussion, concerns the numerical computation of Sˆn. Although it is well-
deﬁned by (6) we certainly cannot study the validity of ϑˆn(x) > 12 for each x ∈ C(0, Rn);
but, in a practical simulation, we will have to restrict that investigation to a ﬁnite number
of those x. Hence, the estimator has to be approximated by a discrete modiﬁcation, which
we call Sˆappn .
Those ideaswill nowbe applied to a special bivariate problem:we assume f to be a uniform
density on an unknown measurable set S ⊆ [−R,R](2) while R is known. In practice, that
assumption means having some a-priori information on where S is roughly located. As
before, our goal is estimating S based on i.i.d. data Y1, . . . , Yn from the convolved density
f ∗ g. Two additional conditions are needed for S; one of them concerns the restriction of
the complexity of the boundary S in a uniform way
(C5) There is a C > 0 so that

( ⋃
x∈S
B(x, )
)
 C · 
with B(x, ) being the ball around x having the radius . Such a geometric condition is also
assumed in [3]. The other assumption is a uniform version of (C3).We have to postulate that
all densities competing to be f are uniformly bounded related to their L2(R(2),R)-norm.
Since f is assumed to be a uniform density that condition is equivalent with
(C6) There is a c > 0 so that (S)  c.
Note that both C and c need not be known; only their existence has to be assumed.
Concerning the error density g, we will study the problem under two different assump-
tions: we are considering g = gL, the bivariate Laplace density having the Fourier transform
gL(t1, t2) = (1 + t21 )−1 · (1 + t22 )−1,
as well as g = gN, the bivariate standard normal density. We take gL as an example for an
ordinary smooth density while gN represents a supersmooth density, in the terminology of
Fan [10,11].
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Now we will construct the estimator. Therefore, we introduce the grid points
xjk :=
(
− R + 2R · 2j + 1
2Kn
, −R + 2R · 2k + 1
2Kn
)
, j, k ∈ {0, . . . , Kn − 1}
with (Kn)n being a sequence of positive integers to be speciﬁed below. We set Rn = R and
n = R/Kn as they are used in the deﬁnitions (4) and (5). Deﬁning Cjk := C(xjk, n)
so that
{
Cjk : j, k ∈ {0, . . . , Kn − 1}
}
gives a partition of [−R,R](2), we introduce the
estimators
Cˆjk :=
{
Cjk if ϑˆn(xjk) > 12 ,∅ otherwise
and, ﬁnally, our estimator of S
Sˆ
app
n :=
⋃
j,k∈{0,...,Kn−1}
Cˆjk. (8)
The following theorem states the rates of convergence of the mean error when using Sˆappn
as the estimator.
Theorem 2. Let FC,c denote the class of all bivariate uniform densities f, which satisﬁes
(C5) and (C6) and whose support S is included into [−R,R](2).
(a) Assume g = gL. We apply the estimator deﬁned by (8) while selecting n = C1n5/62,
Kn as the integer part of C2n1/31 with arbitrary constants C1, C2 > 0, n = R/Kn,
Rn = R and mn the smallest odd number which is larger or equal to − ln 2
/
ln(
1 − 	K−2n
)
with a constant 	 ∈ ( 12 , 1). Then we have
sup
f∈FC,c
E d(Sˆ
app
n , S) = O
(
n−1/31
)
.
(b) Assume g = gN. Now we choose n = ( 12 )(ln n)1/2, Kn as the integer part of
C′2(ln n)1/5 with a constant C′2 > 0 and n, Rn, mn as in (a) while respecting the
changed sequences (n)n and (Kn)n. Then we have
sup
f∈FC,c
E d(Sˆ
app
n , S) = O
(
(ln n)−1/5
)
.
We note that logarithmic rates occurring in the normal error case are also derived in [13]
for the univariate subproblem of estimating the upper bound of the support as well as for
the problem of estimating densities in [10,11]. Nevertheless, we have shown that, in the
case of an ordinary smooth error density, we have established algebraic rates at least.
5. Simulation and discussion
In this section, we aim to examine the practical applicability of our procedure by giving
two numerical simulation studies.We choose the uniform density on the union of the circles
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Fig. 1. Normal noise.
centered around (10, 0) and (−10, 0) and having radius 4 as the target density f. Note that
we have the situation of a support, which is not simply connected, asmentioned in Section 1.
As far as we know, no estimator yet introduced is able to estimate that support consistently
under measurement error. We set Rn = R = 20 so that the support is a-priori located to
the square [−20, 20](2). In the ﬁrst example, we observe data under standard normal noise
while, in the second simulation, we take the bivariate Laplace density as the error density. In
both cases, the estimation procedures are based on 1000 i.i.d. observations. The parameters
are selected as Kn = 15, n = 1.3, 	 = 34 , mn = 209 under normal measurement error;
they are chosen as Kn = 15, n = 1.4, 	 = 34 , mn = 209 in the case of Laplace error. The
result is shown in Figs. 1 and 2; the boundary of the estimated support is plotted with solid
linestyle while the boundary of the target support is drawn as a dotted curve.
Respecting the general problem that deconvolution estimation is always a very chal-
lenging task due to the slow rates, we note that the estimator allows to locate the sup-
port of f. However, there are open questions concerning deconvolution support estimation:
some guidelines on how to choose the constants C1, C2, C′2 and 	 in the parameter se-
quences in Theorem 2 in order to optimize the practical performance of the estimator
still have to be derived. The proof of Theorem 2 shows that the rates of convergence
are optimal within the parameter selection of our estimator; however, it remains to be
studied whether or not those rates are theoretically optimal referring to any estimator in
the considered problem. Furthermore, we note that we have tried to keep the conditions
as generic as possible in the current paper, so we have not assumed anything about the
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smoothness of the boundary curves of the support. Maybe, under more restrictive condi-
tions on that smoothness, a more speciﬁc estimator, which provides better rates of con-
vergence, could be developed. That shall give some motivation for future research on this
topic.
6. Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1. We see that the term to be bounded can additively be separated into
the bias term and the variance. First we consider the bias. We note that
∫
C(x,n)
Re
(
fˆn()−
f ()
)
d may be viewed at as the L2(R(d),C)-inner product of the indicator function
C(x,n) and fˆn − f . Then, applying the Plancherel-isometry, namely the identity∫
x(t)y(t) dt = 1
(2)d
∫
x(t)y(t) dt
for any x, y ∈ L2(R(d),C), leads to the following consideration:
sup
x∈R(d)
∣∣Re E ∫
C(x,n)
(
fˆn() − f ()
)
d
∣∣2
 1
(2)d
sup
x∈R(d)
∣∣∣ ∫ C(x,n) (t)(Efˆn (t) − f (t)) dt
∣∣∣2
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= 1
(2)d
sup
x∈R(d)
∣∣∣ ∫
R(d)\C(0,n)
exp(i〈t, x〉)f (t)
d∏
j=1
2 sin(tj n)
tj
dt
∣∣∣2

( ∫
|s|n
4
s2
ds
)d · ( ∫
R(d)\C(0,n)
|f (t)|2 dt
)
 O(1) · −dn · ‖f ‖2L2(R(d),R)
while we have inserted
C(x,n)(t) = exp(i〈t, x〉) ·
d∏
j=1
2 sin(ntj )
tj
with tj denoting the jth component of t ∈ R(d). Finally, utilizing
E
fˆn
= f · C(0,n)
and the Cauchy–Schwarz-inequality provide the result stated above.
Concerning the variance, we apply the Plancherel-isometry to the term
∫
C(x,n)
(
fˆn()−
Efˆn()
)
d, from which follows:
sup
x∈R(d)
E
∣∣∣Re ∫
C(x,n)
(
fˆn() − Efˆn()
)
d
∣∣∣2
 2dn sup
x∈R(d)
E
∣∣∣1
n
n∑
j=1
Re
∫
C(0,n)
exp(i〈t, x〉)
[ d∏
j=1
2 sin(ntj )
ntj
]
g(t)
−1
×( exp(−i〈t, Yj 〉) − f ∗g(t)) dt∣∣∣2
 O(1) · n−12dn
( ∫
C(0,n)
|g(t)|−1 dt
)2
. 
Proof of Theorem 1. It follows from (T3) that S ⊆ C(0, Rn) and, hence, ϑˆn(x) = ϑ˜n(x)
for all x ∈ S if n large enough. We will restrict our consideration to those n. Then we
consider
E(S\Sˆn) = E
∫
S
{[1−Re ∫C(x,n) fˆn() d]mn 1/2} dx
=
∫
S
P
([
1 −
∫
C(x,n)
f () d− aˆn(x)
]mn
 12
)
dx,
writing aˆn(x) := Re
∫
C(x,n)
(
fˆn()−f ()
)
d.As S is bounded, the theorem of dominated
convergence is applicable if we show that the integrand converges pointwise to 0 for almost
all x ∈ S. Due to ∫
C(x,n)
f () d ∈ [0, 1], we have
P
([
1 −
∫
C(x,n)
f () d− aˆn(x)
]mn
 1/2
)
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= P
([
1 −
∫
C(x,n)
f () d− aˆn(x)
]mn
 1/2
∩ |aˆn(x)|(1/2)
∫
C(x,n)
f () d
)
+P
([
1 −
∫
C(x,n)
f () d− aˆn(x)
]mn
 1/2
∩ |aˆn(x)| > (1/2)
∫
C(x,n)
f () d
)
 {[1−(1/2) ∫C(x,n) f () d]mn 1/2} + 2
( ∫
C(x,n)
f () d
)−1
E|aˆn(x)|. (9)
We learn from Lebesgue’s density theorem [6, p. 27] that
−dn
∫
C(x,n)
f () d
n→∞−→ 2df (x) > 0
for almost all x ∈ S. Note that the almost-everywhere-positivity of f (x) is justiﬁed by
condition (C2).The selection rule (T1), then, guarantees that the ﬁrst addend in (9) converges
to 0 for almost all x ∈ S. In order to get an upper bound for the second addend, we utilize
again Lebesgue’s density theorem, (T2), Lemma 1 and Eq. (7), from which follows( ∫
C(x,n)
f () d
)−1 = O(−dn )
for almost all x ∈ S and, hence, we have
O
(
−dn
) · sup
x∈R(d)
E|aˆn(x)|  O
(
−dn 
−d/2
n
)
as an upper bound for the second addend in (9). Condition (T4) sufﬁces to ensure that this
term converges to 0 for almost all x ∈ S because (T4), combinedwith (T1) and (T3), implies
−dn 
−d/2
n
n→∞−→ 0.
Now we have partially shown consistency, and the convergence of E(Sˆn\S) remains to
be studied. For that framework, we deﬁne the distance
dist(x, S) := inf{‖x − y‖ : y ∈ S}.
Due to (C1), S is compact and so we see dist(x, S) > 0 for all x ∈ Sc. Setting
Cn(0, Rn) := {x ∈ C(0, Rn)\S : dist(x, S) < d1/2n},
Dn(0, Rn) := {x ∈ C(0, Rn)\S : dist(x, S)d1/2n},
we consider
E(Sˆn\S) =
∫
Cn (0,Rn)
P
([
1 −
∫
C(x,n)
f () d− aˆn(x)
]mn
< 1/2
)
dx
+
∫
Dn (0,Rn)
P
([
1 −
∫
C(x,n)
f () d− aˆn(x)
]mn
< 1/2
)
dx. (10)
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The ﬁrst addend of (10) is bounded above to the Lebesgue-measure of
An :=
⋃
x∈S
C(x, d1/2n)\S,
which tends to 0 due to condition (T2). This can be seen by considering the corresponding
indicator function An : For almost all x ∈ R(d) we have either x ∈ S implying An(x) = 0
or dist(x, S) > 0 so that we also get An(x) = 0 for n sufﬁciently large, which proves
pointwise convergence. Considering that we can ﬁnd an integrable upper bound of An , the
convergence of (An) follows by dominated convergence.
Focussing on the second addend in (10), we note ∫
C(x,n)
f () d = 0 for almost all
x ∈ Dn(0, Rn). Hence, this term is bounded above to∫
C(0,Rn)
P ([1 − aˆn(x)]mn < 1/2) dx
=
∫
C(0,Rn)
P
([1 − aˆn(x)]mn < 1/2 ∩ |aˆn(x)|1/(2mn)) dx
+
∫
C(0,Rn)
P
([1 − aˆn(x)]mn < 1/2 ∩ |aˆn(x)| > 1/(2mn)) dx
 Rdn{[1−1/(2mn)]mn<1/2} + 2Rdnmn sup
x∈R(d)
E|aˆn(x)|.
Due to mn −→ ∞, which follows from (T1) and (T2), we easily see that the ﬁrst term tends
to 0; the second one also does so due to (T2), Lemma 1, (7) and (T4). 
Proof of Theorem 2. We use the fact that d(S, T ) can equivalently be written as the
L2(R
(d),C)-distance of the indicator functions S and T . Furthermore, dissectionning
the square [−R,R](2) according to the partition generated by the grid ﬁelds Cjk leads to
sup
f∈F
E d(Sˆ
app
n , S) = sup
f∈FC,c
E
∫
|
Sˆ
app
n
(x) − S(x)|2 dx
= sup
f∈FC,c
Kn−1∑
j,k=0
∫
Cjk
E|{ϑˆn(xjk)>1/2} − S(x)|
2 dx. (11)
Setting
J1,n :=
{
(j, k) ∈ {0, . . . , Kn − 1}(2) : (Cjk\S) = 0
}
,
J2,n :=
{
(j, k) ∈ {0, . . . , Kn − 1}(2) : (Cjk ∩ S) = 0
}
,
J3,n := {0, . . . , Kn − 1}(2)\(J1,n ∪ J2,n),
we will consecutively consider the sum in (11) taken over J1,n, J2,n and J3,n. Under the
assumption that mn is odd, we see
sup
f∈FC,c
∑
(j,k)∈J1,n
∫
Cjk
E|{ϑˆn(xjk)>1/2} − S(x)|
2 dx
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= sup
f∈FC,c
∑
(j,k)∈J1,n
(Cjk) · P
(
ϑˆn(xjk)1/2
)
= sup
f∈FC,c
∑
(j,k)∈J1,n
(Cjk) · P
([
1 − Re
∫
Cjk
fˆn() d
]mn
1/2
)
= sup
f∈FC,c
∑
(j,k)∈J1,n
(Cjk) · P
(
Re
∫
Cjk
fˆn() d  1 − 2−1/mn
)
. (12)
As f is a uniform distribution we know f 1/(4R2) throughout S. Hence, we have for any
(j, k) ∈ J1,n
Re
∫
Cjk
f () d  (Cjk)/(4R2) = 2n/R2.
The selection of (n)n and (mn)n as stated in the theorem ensures
	
R2
2n  1 − 2−1/mn 
1 − 	
R2
2n (13)
for n sufﬁciently large. It follows from there that (12) is bounded above by
sup
f∈FC,c
∑
(j,k)∈J1,n
(Cjk) · P
(
Re
∫
Cjk
(
fˆn() − f ()
)
d  	2n/R2
)
O(−4n ) · E
∣∣Re ∫
Cjk
(
fˆn() − f ()
)
d
∣∣2
 O
(
−4n −2n , n−1G2(n)
)
while we have applied Lemma 1 and condition (C6). Let us consider the corresponding sum
taken over J2,n. Applying∫
Cjk
f () d = 0
for all (j, k) ∈ J2,n combined with Lemma 1 and (13) leads to
sup
f∈FC,c
∑
(j,k)∈J2,n
∫
Cjk
E|{ϑˆn(xjk)>1/2} − S(x)|
2 dx
= sup
f∈FC,c
∑
(j,k)∈J2,n
(Cjk) · P
(
ϑˆn(xjk) > 1/2
)
= sup
f∈FC,c
∑
(j,k)∈J2,n
(Cjk) · P
(
Re
∫
Cjk
fˆn() d > 1 − 2−1/mn
)
 sup
f∈FC,c
∑
(j,k)∈J2,n
(Cjk) · P
(
Re
∫
Cjk
(
fˆn() − f ()
)
d  (1 − 	)n/R2
)
= O(−4n −2n , n−1G2(n)),
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apparently the same bound as derived for the previous sum. Finally, we turn to the sum
taken over J3,n. There we apply a simple bounding procedure
sup
f∈FC,c
∑
(j,k)∈J3,n
∫
Cjk
E|{ϑˆn(xjk)>1/2} − S(x)|
2  sup
f∈FC,c

( ⋃
(j,k)∈J3,n
Cjk
)
.
Hence, this measure needs to be studied. Assume (j, k) ∈ J3,n. Then, at least one point of
S and one point of [−R,R](2)\S lie in Cjk . The linear connection between those points
is completely included into Cjk due to the convexity of Cjk . The closedness of S and,
therefore, of S ∩ Cjk implies that a point of S is contained by that connecting line and,
therefore, by Cjk , too. That gives us
Cjk ⊆
⋃
x∈S
B(x, 2
√
2n)
for any (j, k) ∈ J3,n and, hence,
sup
f∈FC,c

( ⋃
(j,k)∈J3,n
Cjk
)
 sup
f∈FC,c

( ⋃
x∈S
B(x, 2
√
2n)
)
= O(n),
due to condition (C5). Summarizingly, the supremum of the mean error possesses the upper
bound
O
(
−4n −2n , n−1G2(n), n
)
.
Easy calculation leads to the result G(n) = O
(
6n
)
, if g = gL, and G(n) = O
(
2n
exp(2n)
)
in the case of bivariate standard normal noise. Inserting the parameter sequences
as stated in the theorem provides the rates of convergence. 
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